NEW APPROACH FOR THE STEP-UP CONVERTER EFFICIENCY INCREASING

Abstract. This paper is devoted to the problem of efficient power conversion technologies creation. New approach for step-up converter gate driver powering is proposed. Experimental and numerical researches for new method were conducted. Results give us both good confirmation of the new schematic advantages and usage limitations. Different power loss streams are considered.
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Statement of the problem. Ensuring energy efficiency is one of the highest priority tasks in the design of both industrial and computer technology. In turn, modern devices often requires several different supply voltages for its operation. For example, desktop computer mainboard requires +12V, +5V, +3.3V power rails, not counting to numerous internal power converters and power rails for signal interfaces. Some laboratory and industrial equipment require high-power controlled source [8,9].

Direct conversion from AC power line to every required DC rail in many cases is a costly and resource consuming solution. So, to provide different DC sources power converters are used. One of the most frequently used converters is a so called DC/DC converter.

The are many topologies, schematics and integrated components for this class of converters [1−3]. Some of the solutions are based on discrete components, other requires modern and complex integrated components, which uses outstanding methods to provide high energy efficiency, low noise and other desirable features [2,4,7].

In spite of the existence of the modern integrated components for the DC/DC conversion task, usage of the simple schematics and components may be considered as applicable solution. First of all, special requirements of the laboratory equipment may made modern solutions useless. On the other hand, modern components may be unavailable or too costly.

So, the task of creation, simulations and research in the area of DC/DC converters synthesis is actual both scientific and technological point of view.
In this paper the task of step-up converter energy efficiency improving is under consideration. Especial attention is paid for experimental justification for the predicted results, as well as for cheap and available components usage.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.** Due to exceptional actuality, there are huge amount of the researches, book and articles concerning DC/DC converters. Some of them is mainly focused on the theory questions [1,5,6], other - gives us ready to use solutions [2-4]. Nevertheless, none of them gives us a methods for the energy efficiency improving with simple schematics and available components.

Methods of the buck converter control, and corresponding models, which was proposed in papers [8,9], is not applicable to the step-up converter. Moreover, the energy efficiency questions was not under consideration there.

**Purpose of the study.** This article sets out the following main objectives.

Provide a simple method for the step-up converter energy efficiency improvement, without usage of the bleeding-edge components.

Explore the characteristics the proposed method and schematic properties.

Establish the bounds of the applicability for the proposed solution.

**Statement of the main research material.** There are many reasons for energy leaking in impulse DC/DC converters. It is worth to mention losses in magnetic cores, capacitors and other passive elements. But there is common element and common losses reason in these converters – switching element (or elements). In modern converters these elements are represented by MOSFET or IGBT. In general, these transistors provide low resistance in the "open" state (Rds), approximately 10-2 Ohm. But to achieve such prominent results, some conditions must be met.

First of all, sufficient gate voltage Vg must be provided. Moreover, higher frequencies requires essential current to charge gate at small time. To met these conditions, special gate drivers exits and used widely in powerful converters.

Step-up (or "burst") converters have some essential penalty in comparison with step-down ("buck") converters. Lower input voltage leads to lower gate voltage int the “on” state. This may lead to source-drain resistance rising, as well as lower value of the front slope. As consequence, the overall energy loss level is increasing.

Modern integrated converters can mitigate this drawback by the internal charge pump usage. But, at it was mentioned before, such approaches is not always applicable.

In this paper an another approach is proposed. In the initial state, input voltage (Vin) is used for the gate driver powering. After the start-up, when output voltage
(Vo) become greater, than the input one, it become the source for the driver. Generally, driver power consumption is essentially lesser, when output power. So, Schottky diodes may be used as a switch between input and output schematic branches for driver powering.

In the figure 1 the test schematic for the proposed method is represented.
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Figure 1 – Test schematic for the proposed approach with dual gate driver powering

Well-known and somewhat ancient integrated schematic IC1 MC34063A is used as switching signal source. It also realizes feedback for output voltage stabilization and over current protection. Widely used IC2 TC4420 provides gate charge and discharge current for the main switching element – VT1 IRFP3205. This MOSFET is somewhat more powerful, that required for this purpose, but this choice can emphasize advantages and drawbacks of the new approach.

As it was proposed before, a pair of the Schottky diodes (VD2 and VD3) is used to power gate driver. For the test purpose, there is a jumper (not shown in the schematic) to disable VD3. Later, data from the schematics with both diodes will be labeled as “2 diodes”, and “1 diode” – with disable VD3.

Capacitor C6 provides stabilization of the gate driver voltage (Vp), taking in the account impulsive nature of the load.

First of all, a series on experiments was held to prove the proposed method applicability. A set of resistors was used as load (RL) with and without VD3. For every resistor input current (Iin) and output voltage (Vo) was measured by digital multimeters. Input voltage was stabilized by the external programming power source, whereas output current was determined by resistor. Resistors was tested for temperature stability. Measurement time was large enough to provide readings stabilization, but small enough to not overheat equipment.

In the figure 2 the quality of output voltage stabilization is represented.
Figure 2 - Output voltage stabilization quality in dependence of load

In the most of the user RL range stabilization voltage was the same, as in low load condition it defined by the voltage feedback subcircuit. But in the case of lesser RL values, and higher load, schematic without VD3 fails to stabilize output voltage some earlier. At first sight, this difference seems negligible, but it corresponds up to 25% output power.

Figure 3 represents main result of this experiment – dependence of the converter efficiency from the load.

Figure 3 - dependence of the converter efficiency from the load

In this figure we can observe some surprising result. In the essential part of the RL range the efficiency with VD3 is lesser. This is opposite to the expected results. But in the area of higher loads, new approach show better results - as expected. Namely this area is essential to common usage of the converter, but additional researches was held to find justification for the phenomena.
One more phenomena was detected during these experiments. In the condition of high load, the output voltage stabilization time without VD3 becomes extremely high – up to 20 s. On the other hand, schematic with proposed approach stabilizes voltage less then in 1 s. This fact emphasizes the new method advantages under high load.

In the figure 4 the dependencies Vg(t) and VL(t) in the case of essential load (RL=24.4 Ohm) are presented. It is obvious, that gate voltage level in the schematic with VD3 is near to output voltage. This leads to lesser energy loss, and consequently, lesser heating of the switch transistor.

In the figure 5 start-up condition dependencies of output and driver power voltage (Vp(t)) are presented. New schematic provides both gate driver power switching from Vin to Vo, and significantly faster output voltage stabilization. Moreover, it is impossible to visualize correctly both processes in the same scale.
To determine the reason of the surprising result, 2 factors was investigated. First - the source of power loss via switching element was investigated. For this purpose the Rds value was measured in static condition. Results are represented in the fig. 6. This results show essential difference in Rds value under conditions Vdd=Vp = 4.6 V (without VD3) and Vdd=Vp=13.8 V (with VD3). Unfortunately, this experiment ignores losses due to lesser from slope value. This influence requires additions experiments.

Figure 6 – Experimental Rds(Vdd) dependence

Better Vg(t) control means high costs for this control. This phenomena may explain surprising results.

The next group of experiments was held to measure losses to control in dependence from Vp and switching frequency f (fig. 7). Measurements of question current (Iq) was held without load and with constant duty factor. These limitations allows up only to estimate power loss due to control.

Figure 7 - Dependencies Iq(Vdd) (a) and Iq(f)
Measurements shows, that Iq in the working range is nearly linear both on Vp and f. So, it is confirmed, that better control requires more power, and in the case of low total power consumption influence of this part will be at least noticeable.

**Findings.** The results of the experiments and simulations allows us to give such conclusions.

1. Proposed approach really provides better power efficiency in the case of high load.
2. Using this approach on lower loads may be useless due to control power rising.
3. Precise working range can not be determined only by calculations, as too many effects influenced to result.
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This paper is devoted to the problem of efficient power conversion technologies creation. The main article objectives are: provide a simple method for the step-up converter energy efficiency improvement, without usage of the bleeding-edge components, explore the characteristics the proposed method and schematic properties, and to establish the bounds of the applicability for the proposed solution.

In this paper an another approach is proposed. In the initial state, input voltage is used for the gate driver powering. After the start-up, when output voltage become greater, than the input one, it become the source for the driver. Schottky diodes may be used as a switch between input and output schematic branches for driver powering.

Experimental unit to test new approach was created. It is base on IC MC34063A, TC4420, MOSFET IRFP3205 and other components. A series of experiments was held to determine new
approach properties. Comparison with classic step-up method reveals difference between approach.

Experiments show, that in the case of high load, classic schematic fails to stabilize output voltage some earlier, than proposed method. In the same conditions power efficiency may be higher up to 15 %. On the other hand, due to increasing power loss in control circuit this method has slightly lesser efficiency in the case low load.

Numerical estimation of new method properties, along with experimental results provides background for correct approach selection. Some discrepancies between theory and experiments requires further investigation.

Proposed approach really provides better power efficiency in the case of high load, but using this approach on lower loads may be useless due to control power rising. Precise working range can not be determined only by calculations, experiments are required.
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